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Preamble

No blaming - Just reviews & learnings! 
Respect - Without the effort to gain agility,

there would be no war stories!
Don’t repeat - This is not a blueprint, but only

my experiences!
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About me

“Software engineering enthusiast and org 
development fanatic. Now executive and 
strong advocate on lean production and 
modern leadership. Motivated by 'Y’!“
@devpg
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Agility

“My understanding of #agility isn't an efficient 
IT department but an effective overall 
organisation!“ @devpg

→ Process, Structure, Culture!
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The Need for Enterprise Agility

Welcome to the post-industrial age!
“Companies are really being driven by the need for change and innovation 

instead of doing the same thing year after year better.
[...]
Companies are having to change from a focus on stability to a focus on being 

able to change very quickly. 
[...]
What these companies need is to tighten the feedback loop to understand 

where the market is going.” (Jeff Sussna, WJAX 2013)
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“The car has no future. 
I’m putting my money 
on the horse.”
Kaiser Wilhelm II.

Disruption Happens, Whether You 
Like It or Not!

[Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/44/German_emperor_Wilhelm_II.png]
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“I think there is a 
world market for 
maybe five computers.”
Thomas Watson Sr.

Disruption Happens, Whether You 
Like It or Not!

[Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7e/Thomas_J_Watson_Sr.jpg]
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Nobody Can Predict the 
Future!

Agility Is the Key to Quickly 
Adapt to New Trends!
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#7 Agile Enterprise
War Stories

Full version (with 12 stories) can be found here.
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Context

● External

● Waterfall

● Bonn

● E-POSTBRIEF

➔ Internal (with external support)

➔ Scrum

➔ Berlin

➔ E-POST
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#1 Degraded by Scrum

[Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/81/Epaulette_mp3h7527.jpg]
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Degraded by Scrum

Examples:
●“I’m just a Scrum Developer.” (former team 
leader)
●Impediments needs to be approved by 
management!

→ Management by control is no longer needed!
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Degraded by Scrum

Learning:
You have to have a clear view on what‘s the 
future purpose of management!
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#2 Stakeholder Overflow

[Source: https://farm6.staticflickr.com/5038/5873697252_b7f6ab6dc8_o.jpg]
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Stakeholder Overflow

Stakeholder: Als Stakeholder 
[�steɪkhoʊldɐ] (engl. ‚Teilhaber‘)[1] wird 
eine Person oder Gruppe bezeichnet, die 
ein berechtigtes Interesse am Verlauf oder 
Ergebnis eines Prozesses oder Projektes 
hat.
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Stakeholder Overflow

Situation:
●Experts advicing from the outside rather than 
working in the team
●Masked as stakeholder 

Attention: Veto culture!
Solution: Put them in the team!
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#3 Overwhelmed by 
Speed of Change

[Source: https://farm4.staticflickr.com/3007/2960764350_912f3b32aa_o.jpg]
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Overwhelmed by Speed of Change 

Situation: Product changes went live without 
any notification...

Protip: As a product guy you should always be 
better informed about the product than your 
boss! ;-)
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Overwhelmed by Speed of Change 

Complication: Information flows are difficult, 
especially in a matrix organization …

Result: Lots of newsletters → Find the fine line 
between information overload and 
information deficit!
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#4 “People over Process”
Meets Internal Audit

[Source: http://www.sonypictures.com/movies/meninblack3/]
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Meets Internal AuditPeople
Processover

Who has fixed that bug?

Me!

Who allowed you that?

Um … well ...
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Meets Internal Audit

Context: Doing things right, not doing the right
things!

Challenge: Integrate cross-departments 
(Legal, privacy, ...)

People
Processover
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Meets Internal Audit

Attention: Process compliance may limit the 
assumption of responsibility!

Approach: Ensure process complaince in 
background (by automation)

People
Processover
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#5 Scrum as Performance 
Program for IT

[Source: http://blog.motosound.de/wp-content/uploads/Brutus_1908_4.jpg]
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Scrum as Performance Program for IT

„We need technical project management to 
make the teams performing.” → Rapid 
implementation of big things is needed!

Complication: Incremental over Iterative ...
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Scrum as Performance Program for IT

Attention: Business doesn‘t make advantage 
of „continuous improvement“! 

Efficiency is nothing without effectiveness!
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IT on “agile steroids” has nothing to 
do with business agility

[Source: http://blog.motosound.de/wp-content/uploads/Brutus_1908_4.jpg]
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#6 Continuous 
Reprioritization

[Source: https://farm5.staticflickr.com/4136/4816991424_114689ba53_o.jpg]
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Continuous Reprioritization

There are always more ideas than teams! 
Prioritization needed!

Situation: Continuous reprioritization in order 
to realize all projects!
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Continuous Reprioritization

Learning: Continuous reprioritization leads to 
standstill!

Project A

Project B

Project C

Project D

Project A

Project B

Project C

Project D

Project A

Project B

Project C

Project D

Project A

Project B

Project C

Project D
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#10 Avoid Failure, 
Be Innovative
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Avoid Failure, Be Innovative

Situation: Classic business try to avoid failure. 
Most times it‘s part of the company culture.

Reason why: Do the same thing year after 
year better is the core requirement from the 
industrial age!
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Avoid Failure, Be Innovative

Result:

●No learning (because failure don‘t happen)

●Failure prevention kills your innovativeness

But: There is no success without failure!
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● Mindset change: Failure → Opportunity

● Reduce risks by using techniques like 
interviews, prototypes, …
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#7 Agile Enterprise
War Stories

Lessons Learned?
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Don’t do Agile,
be Agile!

[Source: http://i3.kym-cdn.com/photos/images/original/000/295/740/50d.jpg]
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Agility can be achieved by 3 aspects

Process, Organisation , Culture

Do Agile

Be Agile
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How to tackle the change?

[Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/2005PoinsettaBowl-Navy-LOS.jpg]
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Some Facts* About Culture 
Transformation

* Based on: William E. Schneider, The Reengineering Alternative
[Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/52/Bakerloo_line_-_Waterloo_-_Mind_the_gap.jpg]

Long-term, high risk, late return
“For a successful transformation at least 75% of managers 
must be convinced of the urgency.”
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Transformation 
!== 

Transformation*

Some Facts* About Culture 
Transformation

* For Non-IT people: No transformation is like the other
[Source: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-y_ocE2OC-RI/T8dwaXNI_SI/AAAAAAAAQE0/U9uDbTxpZlE/s1600/DSC_0373+-+Copy.JPG]
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What’s Your Corporate Culture?

[Source: http://www.daywatcher.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Creating-A-More-Innovative-Company-Culture.jpg]
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Recommendation: The 
Reengineering Alternative
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Core Culture Model by W. Schneider 

Cultivation
culture

Control
culture

Competence
culture

Collaboration
culture

People-oriented Company-oriented

Reality-oriented

Possibility-oriented
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Core Culture Model by W. Schneider 

[Source: http://agilitrix.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Schneider-Culture-Model.jpg]
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Core Culture Model by W. Schneider

- No culture type is better than another

- Organisations typically have a dominant 
culture with aspects from other cultures

- Culture may differ between departments 
within the organisation
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Where is the agile sweet spot? 

[Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/34/Zielscheibe_Bogenschießen.JPG]
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Core Culture Model meets agile 
principles
- Business people and developers must work together daily 

throughout the project.
- The most efficient and effective method of conveying 

information [...] is face-to-face conversation.
- Continuous attention to technical excellence and good 

design enhances agility.
- The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge 

from self-organizing teams.
- Welcome changing requirements, even late in development.
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Where is the agile sweet spot? 

[Source: http://agilitrix.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Agile-Culture.jpg]

Unfortunately 
most companies 
have a control 
culture (as 
dominant culture)
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Where is the agile sweet spot? 

Cultivation
culture

Control
culture

Competence
culture

Collaboration
culture
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Software craftsmanship promotes 
competence culture

- Well-crafted software
- A community of professionals
- Productive partnerships
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Agile & Control culture? 

How about Kanban?!
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Kanban principles

- Start with what you do now
- Agree to pursue incremental, evolutionary change
- Respect the current process, roles, responsibilities & titles
- Visualize the workflow
- Limit WIP
- Manage Flow
- Make Process Policies Explicit
- Improve Collaboratively (using models & the scientific 

method)
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Kanban & Control culture

[Source: http://agilitrix.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Kanban-Culture.jpg]
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Culture Fit Model

[Source: http://agilitrix.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Culture-Compatibility.jpg]
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Agility as a cultural backbone
matters, because ...

“Culture eats 
strategy for 
breakfast”

- Peter Drucker

[Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ea/Drucker5789.jpg]
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Thanks for your attention! 
Any questions?

Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/peterjlambert/97671748/sizes/o/in/photostream/


